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American children deserve the one ingredient we know creates stellar learning results: excellent teachers. These teachers produce well over today’s typical year of learning growth. Without them, even with good teachers who produce a full year of progress, children who start behind stay behind, and few students get ahead of their beginnings—the antithesis of the American Dream.

In contrast, if our nation consistently provides students with excellent teachers, we could close most of our stubborn achievement gaps in just five years. Policymakers can lead the way.

This brief explains why every child needs excellent teachers year after year, how the nation can now meet that need at unprecedented scale, and what changes policymakers must support to make this possible.

First, policymakers can speedily improve the identification of excellent teachers; we explain how.

Second, policymakers can clear the policy barriers that keep excellent teachers from reaching more students for more pay. We outline new policies that would clear these barriers.

Third, and of paramount importance, policymakers can catalyze the will for schools and districts to put excellent teachers in charge of every student’s learning. We propose bold solutions to create this will, and we invite others to add to these ideas. Without will-enhancing actions, other policies and education changes will continue to fall short of their potential effects.

Why Every Child Needs an Excellent Teacher

Without excellent teachers year after year, children who start out behind simply can’t catch up. Here’s what we know: On average, children with excellent teachers—those in the top 20 to 25 percent today—make approximately three times (3X) the progress of children with teachers in the bottom 20 to 25 percent. We call these excellent teachers “3X” teachers: They produce well over a year of progress in their students each year, and every child needs them—not just once every four years, but consistently.

Perhaps it is time to guarantee our nation’s students what matters most: excellent teachers.

What difference does the consistency make? Children with excellent teachers year after year can quickly catch up—and leap ahead.
hind can catch up—if they have an excellent teacher four years in a row. As Brookings Institution researchers concluded in 2006, “having a top-quartile teacher rather than a bottom-quartile teacher four years in a row would be enough to close the black-white test score gap.” But without those excellent teachers, children who start out behind are likely to stay behind, even with good teachers who produce a year of progress each year.

As things stand, then, most students who enter on track stay on track, but most students starting behind stay behind, while most who enter ahead stay ahead. Overall today, U.S. students end up pretty much where they started in life.

With excellent teachers, though, we can get children up to speed, and more: Children who start out at grade level leap ahead, looking like their “gifted” peers, every year they have an excellent teacher. And children who have the chance to catch up from behind also leap ahead—like those “gifted” peers—every year they have an excellent teacher.

In other words: With excellent teachers, we can not only close our gaps—we could move toward being a whole nation of high-achieving children.

How We Can Give Every Child an Excellent Teacher—Now, Within Budget

Rigorously recruiting and retaining excellent teachers could, over time, provide an excellent teacher for more children. But even far better recruiting and retention paired with the dismissal of the least effective teachers will still leave most children without an excellent teacher (Figure 1). Meanwhile, schools can, with policymakers’ help, choose to reach more children with the excellent teachers they already have—right now. Combined with better recruiting, retention, and dismissal, this “reach extension” could put an excellent teacher in charge of nearly every classroom in half a decade.

Teacher “reach extension” has two elements: job redesign and smart use of technology. These would free excellent teachers’ time to reach more children, both in person and through digital instruction.

Here, we briefly explain three possible modes of
reach extension, which schools could combine to suit their needs. In-Person Reach Extension involves changing instructional roles and how schools are organized to allow the greatest use of excellent teachers while keeping them in the classroom. Examples include having excellent teachers specialize in their best subject areas while reducing noninstructional duties so they can teach more classes effectively; choosing excellent teachers with managerial skills to lead multiple classrooms, in which other teachers follow and learn from the excellent teacher’s methods and standards; and allowing these top teachers to voluntarily shift more children into their classrooms (reducing class sizes for other teachers). In-person reach extension could increase the number of students with access to top teachers by 10 to 300 percent, in many cases without diluting in-person instruction time or increasing group size.

Remote Reach Extension means using technology to enable excellent teachers to engage directly (though not in person) with students, bringing top teaching to schools that lack sufficient local talent. With remote reach extension, schools could offer courses by excellent teachers who interact personally with students via email and web cameras. Excellent teachers could work from home or live where they want to live, but still teach the students who need them most. Remote Reach Extension could double or triple the number of children taught by excellent teachers, and it could do so where In-Person Reach Extension is not feasible.

Boundless Reach Extension involves using digital recordings of excellent teachers and software based on their insights and practices to deliver top teaching even when top teachers are not available in person or remotely. Examples include video of teachers who are both masters of content and engaging performers, and smart software designed to mimic the way excellent teachers ascertain and respond to each child’s level of skill and knowledge.

Combined modes of reach extension present even more opportunities for effectively extending the reach of excellent teachers. For example, “time-technology swaps” substitute a portion of excellent teachers’ time with computer-based knowledge and skill instruction, allowing in-person excellent teachers to reach 33 to 100 percent more students with enriched and personalized portions of instruction without increasing group size. Combining time-technology swaps with subject specialization can increase the number of children taught by the best teachers even more.

To give every child an excellent teacher, schools must be able to make some changes, through redesigning jobs, technology, or both. Technology alone, however, would not be enough: With any changes, an excellent teacher must still be accountable for each child’s learning.

800,000 excellent teachers already work in U.S. schools. New policies must empower them to reach the most children possible with excellent instruction.

As long as an excellent teacher is accountable and empowered, that teacher can work with materials, tools, and the school’s staff to effectively expand what she’s always done. Those staff members will be key: For the solid teachers who are not in the top 25 percent, job roles may change, but these good teachers could then focus on their strengths, such as lecturing or small-group tutoring, to contribute to an excellent outcome for each student.

In these new roles, good teachers will work closely with and learn from excellent ones—giving every teacher opportunities for meaningful development and career advancement. Solid teachers in new roles may earn less than the best, but they will work in less complex roles, some will have shorter work hours, and some will be able to advance their careers as they develop.

Meanwhile, excellent teachers can earn more
within budget—from existing per-pupil funds—by reaching more students. That prospect of helping more children through career advancement opportunities with commensurate pay will keep more excellent teachers in instructional roles and attract more to the profession, as well.

We call this an “Opportunity Culture,” one in which career and pay opportunities are significant and proportional to each person’s actual contributions at work. It is the key quality of other professions that K–12 education lacks today: more power and opportunity for the best to shape the work roles, values, and ultimately the learning outcomes produced by their peers.

What Policy Leaders Can Do

Some pioneering schools in the United States and abroad are beginning to use these approaches with success. What most states need, however, is to give their schools ways to change teacher roles and pay without violating current structures. To date and despite substantial policy advocacy, no state has adopted all the policies needed to give every child an excellent teacher. Instead, states have adopted a mostly uniform set of policies that fall far short.

State policymakers will find much room for leadership on three priorities:

- Identifying excellent teachers
- Clearing the barriers keeping excellent teachers from reaching more students
- Creating the will to give every child excellent teachers

U.S. policymakers can focus on incentivizing the first two of these at the state level and on creating the will nationwide. Leaders at all levels can use the bully pulpit to shift our national thinking about K–12 education from gap-maintaining “not bad” to gap-busting “excellent.”
1. Identify excellent teachers

Although many states are designing new evaluation policies, the process is slow and resistance high as states work to develop legally defensible systems focused largely on dismissing low performers. States need to accelerate identification of their excellent teachers now.

What can policymakers do? Enact policies that:

- **Require districts to identify the teachers in the state’s top 25 percent, in all grades of high-priority subjects, using multiple measures, including student learning growth as the main element.** Untested grades and subjects in which policymakers want children to make strong progress will need alternative growth measures.

- **Invest state funds to identify alternative measures of performance**—such as behavioral competencies—that correlate highly with student growth and with success in traditional and new teaching roles. These will aid in identification of excellent teachers, appropriate promotion into new reach-extended roles, and development of all teachers.

2. Clear the barriers that keep excellent teachers from reaching more students

a. **Redesign organizations and jobs to increase excellent teachers’ reach:** Today, rigid budget categories, across-the-board class-size limits, “seat time” requirements, and unnecessarily restrictive licensure policies keep schools from using the best mix of staff members and technology—a mix that could be determined by proven top teachers. Additionally, state-specific certification and licensure rules limit the ability of teachers—including excellent ones—to teach children across state lines.

What can policymakers do? Enact policies that:

- **Provide state funding for schools as fungible lump sums,** including funding for teacher pay. This will allow schools to pay for the best combination of teaching roles and technology.

- **Eliminate class-size limits for excellent teachers; or require average class-size limits across districts or schools, rather than absolute limits per classroom.** This lets willing, top teachers take more students.

- **Eliminate or reduce “seat time” requirements for students to be with licensed staff,** focusing on student outcomes instead. This will allow, for example, unlicensed staff to monitor digital labs, freeing funds to pay more—within budget—to the excellent teachers in charge.

- **Revise licensure rules to make excellent out-of-state teachers automatically eligible to teach.** This will let excellent remote teachers, with supportive local staff, reach children who cannot have excellent in-person instructors.
b. Pay excellent teachers more: Today, statewide salary scales require pay to be based almost entirely on experience (“steps”) and degrees earned (“lanes”); some policies leave discretion to school providers, but those providers generally implement similar scales. Absent temporary or private funding, these scales prevent paying more to teachers whose students learn more and who reach more students.

What can policymakers do? Enact policies that:
- Amend statewide salary scales, leaving districts and schools free to pay excellent teachers more for reaching more students, within available budgets.
- Implement state-level incentives for schools and districts that both reach more students with excellent teaching and share rewards with those teachers.

c. Proactively retain top teachers and offer multiple, funded career advancement opportunities: Two factors make it difficult for schools to keep their best teachers.

First, during hard times, many states require that layoffs be based entirely on seniority, preventing schools from retaining excellent but less-experienced teachers.18

Second, school leaders have little discretion to use pay and career opportunities to keep the best teachers. Today the main way to advance is to become an administrator, pulling excellent teachers out of the classroom. And tenure is granted to almost all who seek it, tying up resources in pay for less-effective teachers.19

What can policymakers do? Along with the policies above on salary scales and incentives, enact policies that:
- Grant absolute protection during layoffs to excellent teachers, regardless of seniority. For example, guarantee protection to teachers who had top-25 percent results for two of the past three years OR the most recent year.20
- Give schools and districts full flexibility to establish (and pay for) advanced roles, within budget.
- Make tenure meaningful via “elite tenure,” offered only to consistently excellent teachers who then can be empowered to choose their peers.21

d. Build instructional and data systems: Many states are making significant progress on instructional and data systems, and these investments may prove essential for leveraging excellent teachers’ time. However, broadband access—especially outside of school—varies widely by geography and family income. States need to remove this barrier to online instruction, which disproportionately affects their poorest children.
What can policymakers do? Enact policies that:

- Provide universal wireless broadband access for all school-age children, to enable digital instruction combined with teacher-led instruction.
- Invest in data and instructional information systems to monitor student progress and customize instruction for students.

3. Create the will to give every child excellent teachers: Taking bold action

Despite myriad efforts to spur states, districts, and schools to do better, our nation has not yet made the changes needed as quickly as our students deserve. Policymakers must take bold, will-inducing actions to reach every child with excellent teaching.

Other nations making educational surges use top-down, national mandates to limit who can teach.²² States could follow the lead of these nations by, for example, allowing only top-tier high school graduates to become teaching candidates. But this alone would likely not be adequate to reach every child with an excellent teacher in our economy, absent other changes that made the teaching profession an attractive long-term career for more top candidates.

How can we induce the will to provide excellent teaching to every student in our own country, but do it “American-style”? Dramatic change in U.S. economic and social structures has historically occurred either because of readily available financial rewards for success or because the government has given power to the people in the form of civil rights. We propose that policymakers deploy both of these, rewarding schools and teachers financially for achieving high levels of student growth with more children and providing a new right to excellent teachers. We hope others will offer additional ideas with equal or higher power to build the will for change.

a. Declare a new civil right: access to excellent teachers.

Civil rights shift power from government to the people and obligate the government to enforce the right. The U.S. Congress could create such a right at the federal level, but state policymakers do not have to wait.

Policymakers should enact policies that:

- Create a new civil right for all students to excellent teachers, or
- Enforce existing civil rights laws with an excellent-teacher remedy

Policymakers should guarantee that students get excellent teachers often enough to catch up and get ahead.

For any child who did not make grade level in the previous school year, who did not make at least a year’s worth of growth in any designated subject in the previous school year, or who has not been assigned an excellent teacher in a designated subject during the prior two school years, policymakers should require schools and districts to put a consistently excellent teacher in charge of instruction. That teacher must be fully accountable for the child’s learning outcomes, in person, online, or in combination. If schools and districts do not provide such a child with an excellent teacher, the child should be empowered to take legal action to enforce the right. In some states, it may be possible to enforce existing rights with a similar remedy.

b. Report and reward excellent teachers’ reach.

We must use a new formula: A Teacher’s Impact = Student Outcomes × Number of Students Reached.

Student Outcomes = how much a teacher’s students learn, at a minimum measured in student growth. Reach = how many students receive instruction delivered or directed by the teacher. We need to know not just the number of excellent teachers a school has; the critical figure is the number of students they reach successfully. State or federal policy could induce districts and schools to use this formula both by changing teacher-quality reporting requirements and by rewarding successful reach extension financially.
Policymakers should enact policies that:

- **Require reporting of the number of children in different subgroups reached** by teachers of differing prior effectiveness. These teachers must be the ones who deliver or direct instruction, the adults who are fully accountable for outcomes for each child.
- **Pay more per pupil for achieving student growth** that is as good as that produced by today’s teachers in the top 25 percent. Weight the rewards to pay more for learning growth by disadvantaged children, up to and beyond basic proficiency.

**Conclusion**

Extending the reach of our nation’s best teachers, combined with the career and pay reforms of an Opportunity Culture, could enable our nation’s schools to reach nearly every child with excellent teachers every year—within budget.

Our nation, states, and many districts face budget crises, and yet, as others have written, the financial cost of our educational shortfall is tremendous. The moral cost is just as high. The American Dream promises that all children can rise above their beginnings, but today’s classroom structure guarantees that, on average, children will finish high school at the same educational level, relative to their peers, as they began kindergarten.

To be “the land of opportunity” and have broad civic participation, our nation needs major change. That change is **entirely possible** if we just take the first steps. Instead of focusing on all the factors—hard policy and soft culture—that got us here, we can turn the conversation to how our schools can become an Opportunity Culture. By generating the will to succeed and the policies to back up that will, we can ensure that excellent teachers become available to all, not just a lucky few.
Notes


2. We also invite readers to review emerging policy recommendations of teacher groups providing voice to excellent teachers themselves, such as the Teach Plus Policy Fellows Program.


4. Stanford economist Eric Hanushek has found that teachers at the 84th percentile achieve average student gains equal to about 1.5 years’ worth of progress. Hanushek, E. (1992, February). The trade-off between child quantity and quality. *Journal of Political Economy, 100*(1), 84–117. Based on this estimate, the number of years a child needs to catch up equals the number of years behind divided by .5. Thus, 2 years behind divided by .5 equals 4 years. This formula is an approximation, and a teacher at the 75th percentile produces less progress on average than one at the 85th or 95th. Which of these teachers a child has each year will affect the actual catch-up time.


7. See note 6 for explanation of calculations.


10. School models for extending the reach of excellent teachers to more children will be posted for free as they are developed on http://opportunityculture.org.
11. Here we use the term “solid” to refer to teachers at and near the middle of the performance distribution, those who produce about a year of student learning progress, on average.


14. For examples, see the full Seizing Opportunity at the Top, retrieved from http://opportunityculture.org/seizing_opportunity_fullreport-public_impact.pdf


17. Average class size limits may constrain schools that are the most successful in attracting and retaining excellent teachers. In these schools, eliminating class size constraints for excellent teachers would allow them to reach more students.


